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Section 1
Executive
Summary
The ICO landscape is growing beyond niche startups with risky dreams. Established businesses are
transforming the future of their industry with ledger technology.
AIRSTAYZ™ is an exis(ng plaRorm pioneering the blockchain travel sector with the release of
STAY, an ERC223 token. Imagine a plaRorm where you can search any hotel, check in or out, and
open your room without visi(ng the front desk. Imagine AIRSTAYZ™, a plaRorm powered by
the new STAY token. AIRSTAYZ™ and the STAY token are brought to market by business and
industry leaders, including the creator of OpenTable®.
AIRSTAYZ™ is a comprehensive solu(on that incen(vizes travelers, hotels and local
businesses to connect on a single plaRorm. With over half a million rooms on-boarding
globally in 2018, STAY is poised to become the new currency of the $7 trillion travel
industry.
STAY will allow travelers to be automa(cally rewarded with a currency that has actual
industry demand. STAY will be given to the travelers as rewards, and they can now
choose to redeem the token for a mul(tude of oﬀered goods and services.
Hoteliers need STAY to win more business, which places their success in the hands
of the guests holding the STAY. Hotels, transporta(on providers, dining, and
entertainment venues need STAY to interact with the AIRSTAYZ™ plaRorm. By
using AIRSTAYZ™, any size business will be able to adver(se, or propose special
oﬀers to win customers. This unique blockchain plaRorm gives power to the
travelers and incen(vizes the vendors to reward people.
STAY will ini(ally be released for $0.30 per token, and 60% of all STAY will be
in the hands of the public aaer a capped sale of $24M USD. The total cap
will be 155 million tokens, and all the STAY that ever exists. Each STAY will
not be ﬁxed against the dollar aaer launch, and will instead be converted
for services within the economy. The growth of each STAY is based on the
growth of the user and hotel base, instead of being ﬁat-ﬁxed. As more
hotels, restaurants and des(na(ons join, they will need STAY to grow.
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2.1 Corporate Overview
AIRSTAYZ™ was founded in Melbourne, Australia in 2014, and is enhancing an established plaRorm with the
STAY token. For hotels, AIRSTAYZ™ dras(cally reduces booking commissions, while oﬀering exclusive marke(ng
packages to increase exposure to poten(al clients. The reduc(on in commissions allows AIRSTAYZ™ hotels
more ﬂexibility with their room rates, thus expanding their market share and building brand loyalty.
AIRSTAYZ™ introduces a range of "Hoteliers Moderniza(on Modules" to the $50B Australian tourism industry.
The AIRSTAYZ™ plaRorm allows hotels to list their rooms with a robust technology-focused system dedicated to
both the guest and the hotelier. AIRSTAYZ™ oﬀers a comprehensive range of technology and hospitality
solu(ons. With skip the desk™, travelers can bypass recep(on with a digital key, u(lize a range of concierge
services, and further access hotel ameni(es within the AIRSTAYZ™ app.
AIRSTAYZ™ currently has an extensive hotelier base in Australia and is expanding to the United States, La(n
America and Europe this year. AIRSTAYZ™ has the ability to include even the smallest independent hotels and
accommodate travelers of all types, from frequent business trips to annual family vaca(ons.
Industries worldwide are using blockchain to bring capability and community to their growing solu(ons.
AIRSTAYZ™ levels the playing ﬁeld amongst all hotels, and supplements 25% or more of marke(ng dollars from
their annual booking revenue. In 2018, AIRSTAYZ™ is launching the STAY token on Ethereum 223 protocol. STAY
will forever shia the paradigm of the industry from reckless proﬁt pursuit, to being driven by customer
sa(sfac(on.
Each STAY token purchased at the
ICO is not only an investment into
the growth of the plaRorm, but
also a por(on of the fuel powering
the machine. Similar to ETHER,
STAY has a full cycle of u(lity from
the issuance of the STAY for travel
bookings, to the spending of STAY
b y h o te l s t o re c e i ve m o re
bookings. The u(lity per STAY is
not based on a ﬁxed asset, but
instead on the growth of the user
base. As travelers and hotels join
AIRSTAYZ™, the value of each STAY
grows.
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Smartphone technology has revolu(onized the way consumers navigate through their everyday lives. From
searching for online shopping, to ordering takeout, solu(ons to most problems are simply at our ﬁnger(ps.
AIRSTAYZ™ has brought instant technical solu(ons and redeﬁned convenience to create a hotel stay like no
other.
One of the most common complaints by hotel guests is the outdated check-in process. Wai(ng in line,
conﬁrming reserva(ons, and giving out credit card informa(on are all part of the inconvenience. AIRSTAYZ™
eliminates these frustra(ons and allows guests instant access to their room with the simple tap of their phone.
There is nothing beger than instant access to a nice hot shower and lying down on your comfortable bed aaer
a long trip.
AIRSTAYZ™ is already bringing guests mobile access to online booking, online check-in and keyless entry to
hotel rooms and guest facili(es. The program u(lizes a range of concierge services, access to special oﬀers, a
loyalty program, and increased security.
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2.2 Leadership
The AIRSTAYZ™ ini(a(ve is more than just a startup. The established plaRorm has the momentum to grow into a global player in the industry. By the
end of 2018, AIRSTAYZ™ will feature services on three con(nents, and have over 500,000 rooms on-boarded. The corpora(on already possesses a
func(onal infrastructure and execu(ve leadership for advancement and progress. The con(nuous growth of the AIRSTAYZ™ plaRorm has allowed the
core team in Australia to expand by on-boarding representa(ves globally. The AIRSTAYZ™ solu(on provides endless beneﬁts in the $7 trillion travel
industry as the global footprint expands. The ability to incorporate exis(ng technology with long-term growth poten(al allows AIRSTAYZ™ to have an
expanded vision moving forward, even prior to the release of STAY.
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AIRSTAYZ™ has built a team of individuals with decades of experience behind them and several successful
projects in their porRolios. The company has implemented a combina(on of knowledge and innova(ve
ideas to build the founda(on of its success.

Marc Italia
Founder / CEO
Marc has 25 years of extensive hospitality experience assis(ng hotels, casinos, resorts, full-service
apartment developers, operators and owners to generate greater value from their assets. He has worked in
and managed several businesses in the hospitality industry, and various property groups across most States
in Australia and interna(onally. He has been involved in the development of numerous hotels over these
years including investments as large as $5B USD. An integral part of the establishment team of Crown Casino
(Crown Resorts), and restructuring SPHC (Southern Paciﬁc Hotel Corpora(on, Palm Cove Travelodge) and
Rydges Hotels. As well as big data/high-tech infrastructure projects such as CityLink, Australian Wheat Board
and West Star Gar. Current projects include Ascalon Smart City Ci(es (UK), and Director of Finance,
Investment & Strategy for Renzella Group of Companies. LinkedIN

Marco Soriano
Co-Founder / President of Global Corp. Development
By the turn of the millennium, Marco had made a number of mul(-billion USD deals while working at
Goldman Sachs. His exper(se in Mergers & Acquisi(ons gives him the edge needed to seek out the
opportuni(es with high returns and low risks. Mr. Soriano is an University level adjunct Instructor
and Expert Business Television Commentator for Fox News Channel, CNN, CNNespañol, and the Wall
Street Journal. Soriano started his career with a private assignment for World Bank Group's External
Aﬀairs team both in Washington, D.C., and New York City under the supervision of World-Renowned
Economists Ian Andrew Goldin and Eduardo Augusto Doryan Garrón. This has shaped him into one of
the youngest and most inﬂuen(al minds in global business in La(n America, Europe, and the United
States.
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Knowing how to predict challenges with a strong understanding of how to bring success to a project, is
what makes a strong team. The AIRSTAYZ™ team has come across everything possible in the business
world, and is tested and formidable as a result.

Ajit Mann
Co-Founder / CTO
Developed, built, and currently owns bookdirect2save.com.au, a hotel booking site for guests to
make their bookings online. Ajit was also the original architect of the site, responsible for its design,
coding, server setup, content wri(ng, and marke(ng. He founded update247.com.au, a channel
manager linked with the top 60 travel websites around the world, including booking.com, Expedia,
Agoda, Ctrip, and GDS systems. He is responsible for the ongoing soaware engineering. Ajit brought
to market bookonline2save.com, a travel website that lists most of the hotels in the world and works
very similar to booking.com; onestophoteldeals.com, a website which makes comparisons of hotel
prices across all the OTA's (online travel agents); and resul(t.com.au, a website design company,
specializing in websites for hotels.

Eric Moe
Co-Founder
Founder/CTO of OpenTable from 1998 to 2014. The company went from garage startup, to IPO, to
being purchased by Priceline for $2.6 billion. Eric is currently the CTO of WideOrbit. WideOrbit is the
leading provider of adver(sing management soaware for media companies – managing more than
$30 billion in adver(sing revenue for more than 6,000 TV sta(ons, radio sta(ons, and cable networks
around the world. Eric’s special(es include: Distribu(on Networks, Anonymous Data Aggrega(on and
Exchanges, Data Science and Decision Support Automa(on, Machine Learning with h20.ai, Trust
Networks, Compliance, Pharmacoeconomics and Data Analy(cs, Modeling, FFMPEG, UDP Streaming,
Adledger (blockchain backed p2p), and M&A (9 Acquisi(ons).
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2.3 Milestones Accomplished
Prior to the launch of the STAY token, AIRSTAYZ™ has accomplished major milestones including the raising of seed capital.
The ini(al development capital for the company from 2014 to 2016, was provided by the founders to develop a func(onal
Beta. Aaer 36 months of technical and business development, AIRSTAYZ™ successfully raised tradi(onal venture capital
and has grown exponen(ally since.
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2.4 I.P. and Trademarks
The new-age technology AIRSTAYZ™ has adopted to innovate the travel industry is bringing all the needs of
consumers onto one plaRorm. Travelers will not only have access to more eﬃcient booking soaware, but the
ability to maximize their experience during their visit. The AIRSTAYZ™ Concierge app connects guests to
solu(ons for transporta(on, dining, agrac(ons, and other ameni(es. The AIRSTAYZ™ technology is patent
pending (Provisional Patent No. 2018901365, Innova(on Patent No. 2018100542).
AIRSTAYZ™ also holds the rights to over 70 web domains to provide the en(re SEO marke(ng strategy to
beneﬁt both the hotels and consumers. This technology helps streamline the booking process while making it
more cost-eﬀec(ve for hotels to again new customers. Hotels can avoid pouring endless marke(ng dollars
into unreliable strategies by allowing AIRSTAYZ™ to connect them with guests that become loyal customers
based on the plaRorm strategy.
A major dis(nguished element of AIRSTAYZ™ is a combina(on of other technological disruptors in the backend of the applica(on. This shared white-labeled func(onality allows travelers to meet more than just the
need for shelter on a single booking plaRorm.
Having access to eﬃcient transporta(on is impera(ve for any traveler. The AIRSTAYZ™ plaRorm allows hotels
to provide mul(ple travel solu(ons by incorpora(ng partners like Bellhop and Alluxe. Bellhop allows guests to
connect with major ride hailing apps by crea(ng a transparent price comparison. It allows its users the
freedom to choose the ride that works best for them. Alluxe is a luxury transporta(on solu(on that provides
exo(c cars, yachts, and even helicopters. The major beneﬁt for the guest is they can u(lize their earned STAY
tokens to pay for these services instead of out of their pocket. This occurs when they use the AIRSTAYZ™
Concierge app. The security risk is reduced by not having to use credit cards mul(ple (mes with several
businesses. This cost savings allows guests on a budget to add more ac(vi(es to their vaca(on. The hotel is
providing exactly what guests are looking for with all-inclusive services.
Finding the best dining op(ons is oaen the focal point of any trip. The overall sa(sfac(on of a trip can be
based signiﬁcantly on the quality of the food experience. Travelers that are not familiar with the local area
need quality advice for dining choices. AIRSTAYZ™ partner OpenTable® provides the best solu(on for hotel
guests through the Concierge app. OpenTable® provides guests with speciﬁc search criteria to ﬁnd the
par(cular type of cuisine, (me and loca(on they are looking for, and make reserva(ons. Guests can also use
the Concierge app to order room service. This allows them the freedom to pay with STAY, which can reduce
the ﬁnancial stress of their trip. The Concierge app also allows guests access to other restaurant
recommenda(ons. Providing quality dining op(ons gives hotels more credibility with guests and strengthens
customer loyalty.
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2.5 Partners
AIRSTAYZ™ development began in 2014 and has con(nually integrated powerful partners to add versa(lity
to the plaRorm. Travelers are always looking for convenience and instant answers. AIRSTAYZ™ partners
with mul(ple tech companies to integrate the exact solu(on hotel guests are looking for within a single
app. This method provides expansion opportunity for the product that can be u(lized from the smallest
hotel to large corporate chains. The progressive nature of the AIRSTAYZ™ plaRorm con(nuously adds new
partners. The business method is incredibly beneﬁcial for partners in transporta(on, lodging, and dining.
Openkey is modern technology’s answer to hotel entry. It’s keyless, cardless, and completely reinven(ng the
standard for guest sa(sfac(on. Openkey is part of the skip the desk™ solu(on that allows the AIRSTAYZ™
guests to bypass (me-consuming front desk check-ins, and gain immediate access to their room with a tap of
their phone.

Bellhop allows guests to connect with major ride hailing apps, crea(ng a transparent price comparison. It
allows its users the freedom to choose the ride that works best for them. AIRSTAYZ™ incorporates Bellhop
into their Concierge app to ensure guests receive the most eﬃcient and aﬀordable transporta(on throughout
their stay. AIRSTAYZ™ users will be able to book both lodging and transporta(on to the property at the best
price.

Update247 channel manager allows hotels to update the rates and availability of their lis(ngs on booking
websites. AIRSTAYZ™ hotels can use this soaware to keep room availability and rates up to date for the
utmost convenience to travelers who are booking their trips. This eliminates the (me spent manually
upda(ng various lis(ngs.

Piñya™ is a mixed reality mobile plaRorm where users can interact with their favorite brands in a speciﬁc
loca(on. Piñya™ allows travelers to ﬁnd, create, and earn prizes from these brands with their friends. This
partner brings entertainment value to the plaRorm and will allow AIRSTAYZ™ guests to incorporate the use of
STAY to redeem these prizes.
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The diversity of the AIRSTAYZ™ plaRorm con(nues to increase as new partners become part of the overall
solu(on. Expanding into addi(onal entertainment choices will increase the overall experience of the
AIRSTAYZ™ guests. Dining and transporta(on are core necessi(es that travelers are looking for, but
entertainment resources complete the en(re package for the guest experience. Keeping the guests
engaged with the AIRSTAYZ™ Concierge app is the key to building loyalty and branding for the hotel.

Marc Hotels® is a partner that holds a number of signiﬁcant mixed-use commercial sites for hotel opera(ons
and developments throughout Australia, Asia, and Europe. Marc Hotels® was created by AIRSTAYZ™ founder
Marc Italia and is a well-established industry player in property and hotel management and development.
Marc Hotels® is working toward becoming a modern, technology-advanced hotel chain by partnering with a
“one-stop-shop” travel plaRorm like AIRSTAYZ™. The solu(on is based on mee(ng guest expecta(ons with the
use of AIRSTAYZ™ technology, including skip the desk™ keyless entry.

ss

BegaBet™ is a social wagering plaRorm that will be launching later this year. The BegaBet™ plaRorm will
provide a safe and secure mobile app for peer-to-peer wagering. STAY tokens will be accepted as currency on
BegaBet™. Winnings will be accepted on the AIRSTAYZ™ plaRorm to book a night with one of their many
luxurious hotels.

LedgerLeap™ is a blockchain development ﬁrm specializing in the token sale process and development to
bring distributed ledger solu(ons to real world plaRorms. The team behind LedgerLeap consists of founders
of projects in the industry, expert full stack developers, security professionals, and media mavericks.
AIRSTAYZ™ has formed a partnership with LedgerLeap™ to launch the STAY token and build the technology to
bring STAY to life in the travel industry.
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2.6 Upcoming Partnerships
AIRSTAYZ™ focuses on an all-inclusive mindset for hotel guests. The skip the desk™ technology is a small
part of the overall experience. With the integra(on of mul(ple partners, AIRSTAYZ™ has the capability to
white cap the en(re package to strengthen the compe((ve advantage for the hotels on the plaRorm.
Guests have all the travel solu(ons at their ﬁnger(ps with the AIRSTAYZ™ app.

OpenTable is an interna(onal restaurant reserva(on booking plaRorm that makes the process quick and
eﬃcient. OpenTable provides guests with speciﬁc search criteria to ﬁnd the par(cular type of cuisine,
(me ,and loca(on they are looking for. AIRSTAYZ™ incorporates OpenTable into its Concierge app to provide
guests with the best dining op(ons while ensuring (mely sea(ng.

Alluxe provides elite travelers with unique access to booking luxury cars, chartering yachts, and ren(ng
helicopters with its mobile app. Alluxe allows guests to travel in unparalleled elegance. AIRSTAYZ™
incorporates Alluxe into the Concierge app to ensure its more discerning guests have access to the most elite
forms of transporta(on.

Alice is a cloud-based hotel opera(ons plaRorm that connects all departments with guests, to handle any
request, at any (me. Alice empowers the staﬀ, making them more eﬃcient with daily internal tasks and
ﬂawless in their guest services. The Alice soaware allows AIRSTAYZ™ hotels to achieve ul(mate customer
sa(sfac(on throughout their stay.
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3.1 Industry Problems
The current model of the travel industry is fraught with ineﬃciency. Booking travel and simply ge{ng to a
des(na(on has become a source of stress due to the lack of synergy between travel market par(cipants. Most
importantly, the guest is not a par(cipant in the current system. STAY allows the guest to become the integral
driving force behind the evolu(on of the sector by launching a currency on which travel operates. This
currency is given to the traveler and needed by the hotels, restaurants, des(na(ons, and transporta(on
provides to compete eﬀec(vely. The launch of STAY eﬀec(vely solves three core issues at the center of the
problems today:
1. Hotels are not ﬁnancially mo(vated to improve the experience for guests. The ra(ngs systems today
cannot verify if reviews are real and nega(ve experiences are oaen more likely to give reviews. Nega(ve
ra(ngs have no substan(al impact on business because they can be countered with unveriﬁed posi(ve
reviews. This system combined with a simple “out of ﬁve” ra(ng means hotel scoring isn’t in-depth, veriﬁable,
or consequen(al to the hotel.
2. Travelers’ rewards points are not needed on property and are not truly owned. There is no ability to
invest in the current rewards systems as they are ﬁxed ﬂat against the dollar. Travelers have no way to earn
useful reward points that they truly own and can transfer. Hotel reward programs are typically ineﬃcient and
don’t provide extensive beneﬁts for the traveler. Points are easy to earn, but they require a very high amount
to receive even one free night’s stay. Guests feel obligated to stay in the same hotel chain for fear of losing out
on the points they have already agained. They also aren’t able to transfer points to other guests in most
cases.
3. Travelers pay more for bookings because hotels overpay to list on large centralized sites. Booking
commissions on the major lis(ng sites have skyrocketed since their incep(on. Hotels have become too
dependent on them, no mager what the cost. The hotels have ligle room to provide rate discounts for guests
because of these fees that can reach as high as 30%.
Decentralized ledger technology holds the poten(al for enormous impact in the travel space. The revenue of
the travel industry amounts to $7 trillion per year globally with a large por(on alloged to booking middlemen.
By elimina(ng cost-based booking sites, the control and costs of the industry can be returned to the guests
and hotels. The travel industry is a perfect applica(on for DLT.
STAY allows customers to be rewarded equally for providing valuable data to the industry by eﬀec(vely ra(ng
the hotels. In return for joining a beger system, guest eﬀec(vely “mine” STAY. The STAY mined by guests are
needed by the hotels to displace marke(ng costs from the standard industry model.
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3.2 Solu(ons Overview
STAY introduces a new factor to the travel industry through the public decentralized ledger. AIRSTAYZ™ needs blockchain for STAY to
disconnect the marke(ngs cost of the industry from any other currency. STAY is a cyclic currency, meaning it will trade on exchanges
because people will want to trade it, but it does not have to. STAY itself grows with each user and the demand for hotels grows with
the user base.
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More Money spent
on marke(ng to
drive business

More Costs as
marketers raise
fees/commissions

More Bookings
created based
solely on budget

The travel industry is currently broken. Large hotels can secure
more bookings than their smaller compe(tors, with an
abundance of marke(ng dollars. As revenue is the primary
concern in this business, the customer experience depreciates
and has no incen(ve to grow. Current reward points are a
plaRorm-locked aaerthought for booking providers and
chains. Today, even large hotels are controlled by booking
providers that can raise their commissions at will. The whole
industry needs a reboot. The current model is an endless loop
of decay for hotels and guests, in both cost and experience.

Hotels Redeem
STAY for marke(ng
The AIRSTAYZ™ plaRorm allows every hotel to compete on an
equal playing ﬁeld, regardless of budget. Customer acquisi(on
runs en(rely on STAY and providers need to earn STAY from
guests to get more customers. By leveling the playing ﬁeld,
AIRSTAYZ™ reboots the industry to directly incen(vize customer
value and experience. Guests hold the STAY needed by hotels to
earn more guests, and hotels earn STAY based on ra(ngs received
from the guests. Meanwhile, the value of each STAY for guests
and hotels increases with each booking in a cycle based on user
growth.

Guest STAY used
for actual value

AIRSTAYZ™ rewards
quality and value

AIRSTAYZ™ reduces booking costs from 25% to 8% for regular room lis(ngs, winning business on cost and
technology alone. However, marke(ng dollars can only go so far on AIRSTAYZ™. Similar to Google, the ﬁrst
page magers. These premium adver(sing services can only be purchased with STAY. Each booking places
STAY into the hands of the guest and the hotel must earn it from the traveler. By shiaing the structure to
value and providing each guest with STAY at the point of booking, AIRSTAYZ™ changes the way customer
acquisi(on func(ons and can shape the industry on guest-posi(ve values.
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3.3 Guest Supply
The most important star(ng point for this concept is an incen(vized on-boarding similar to Google. By
providing token at the point of hotel sign-up, or a user’s ﬁrst booking, new users can immediately become
part of the solu(on. Hotels are given STAY to begin marke(ng, but do not have eﬀec(ve ra(ngs to op(mize
the use of the token. Users are granted STAY for each booking. Similar to Bitcoin mining, it will be easier to
earn more STAY per booking ini(ally before the plaRorm grows. There will be 100,000 STAY released each
month, with guests and hotels each receiving 50%. This STAY is only awarded directly to those that assist the
growth of the plaRorm.
50% to Hotels = 50k STAY
HOTELS

on-boarded
in month

STAY per
New Hotel
Maximum
1,000/Hotel

50% to Guests = 50k STAY

STAY total
Released

Maximum
50,000/Month

GUESTS

on-boarded
in month

STAY per

First BOOKING

Maximum
100/Booking

STAY total
Released

Maximum
50,000/Month

10

1,000

10,000

10

100

1,000

50

1,000

50,000

100

100

10,000

100

500

50,000

1,000

50

50,000

1,000

50

50,000

10,000

5

50,000

The maximum reward for full par(cipa(on is 100 STAY (equivalent to $30 without bonuses) and can only be
earned by booking and fully par(cipa(ng in the growth. New users can only earn STAY for each booking so
they have to spend it on travel. They do not compete with the ICO purchaser’s price. In fact, their
par(cipa(on grows the ecosystem and the value of each token holder’s STAY.
Typically, releasing tokens would dilute the supply, but
not with STAY. Each STAY released is based on
par(cipa(on. Guests can ini(ally earn up to 100 STAY
based on the following, but this decreases as the
volume increases. Users get STAY for booking, using
skip the desk™, repeat visits, and leaving a review
score for the hotel aaer checkout. STAY automa(cally
are sent by the plaRorm upon each step. Market
condi(ons adjust the number awarded per STAY based
on the plaRorm’s growth. The chart uses 20 as an
example of future STAY rewarded total.

Per Stay Factor
Category

%

100

20

Booking

50%

50

10

skip the
desk™

20%

20

4

A>er STAY
review

20%

20

4

Repeat
Business

10%

10

2
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The plaRorm automa(cally calculates the amount of STAY released per booking in the back-end. The cost of
the booking does not mager. Business travelers on high budgets will con(nue to book ﬁve-star hotels, while
leisure explorers prefer less ameni(es. Every booking on the plaRorm rewards the same amount of STAY in
order to provide the same inﬂuence over the market per person and not per dollar. Each booking is given an
amount of STAY based on the STAY per Booking. This is an automa(c calcula(on on the plaRorm that decides
the rewards per STAY. Hotels should be rewarded based on service and not price, so every booking becomes
equal to keep the playing ﬁeld level.

The 50K STAY is divided by the total bookings plaRorm-wide from the prior month. This means all STAY for
the system always ﬂows to guests. So how do hotels get STAY and what do they use it for? They have to earn
STAY from guests, and need the tokens in order to market for more bookings.
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3.4 Hotel Demand
Hotels need STAY because the plaRorm is powered by the token. The booking plaRorm is a third of the cost of
Expedia and others in marke(ng dollars. Making the lis(ngs eﬀec(ve requires using STAY.
AIRSTAYZ™ works diﬀerently. Hotels are no longer ranked by points, or other arbitrary stars. Guests earn STAY by
giving feedback, so AIRSTAYZ™ has access to in-depth data about the hotel. This includes more than just angry
reviews, or paid marketers. Only guests who were veriﬁed staying at the hotel can conduct a review. The
AIRSTAYZ™ plaRorm scores hotels and partners on a percentage basis broken down into categories, such as room
quality, ameni(es, food, and friendliness. A hotel with a 93% based on veriﬁed reviews is more accurately
represented than a simple 4 out of 5 on other travel sites.
The core system is beger than the current booking site op(ons, allowing a lower price per room and beger data.
Hotels must buy upgrades to their lis(ngs to compete eﬀec(vely in this new arena. Hotels cannot access items
such as placement on the front page, “top proper(es” areas, or videos of the property with marke(ng dollars.
Hotel marke(ng enhancements can only be purchased with STAY, which is earned from guests.
The AIRSTAYZ™ plaRorm allows guests to purchase almost anything at the hotel from the app. This func(onality
allows hotels to accept STAY instead of ﬁat currency for anything they choose. Hotels can earn STAY by oﬀering
ameni(es such as: room service, hotel transporta(on, breakfasts, parking, dining, dry cleaning, resort fees, and
ou(ngs. Booking discounts can also be oﬀered, allowing hotels to accept 30% of the room cost in STAY. As guests
earn the STAY for booking, this becomes a direct discount.
Why would hotels do this? AIRSTAYZ™ levels the playing ﬁeld, solves cost problems, and the STAY actually replace
marke(ng dollars which would otherwise total up to 25%-30% of a hotel’s revenue annually. Customer
acquisi(on costs are replaced by an ac(ve free marketplace based on beneﬁts. The STAY needed for adver(sing is
based on the Package Tier of 1-10, that prices the marke(ng based on the oﬀered posi(on. A top three posi(on
would be a Tier 10 for example, while having more pictures is Tier 1 pricing.

,
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Hotels surpass their compe((on by crea(ng simple methods to earn STAY. Their u(lity per STAY is directly based
on their overall ra(ng, and beger experience providers compete more eﬀec(vely. The formulas operate
automa(cally, allowing the small-sized hotel to compete with a Hilton.
The opportuni(es created extend beyond hotels alone, and allow partners to share in the system as they do in
the real world. Hotels already have connec(ons with local dining, adventure, and transporta(on providers that
can join the plaRorm to acquire users through the same channels. For guests, this means a more inclusive op(on
for allowing other travel necessi(es to be booked in a single place. AIRSTAYZ™ also awards discounts to
interac(ve users.
STAY provides a way for guests to truly own their reward points by moving them from opaque and centralized
SQL databases on places like hilton.com, or expedia.com into their digital wallet. Loyalty is no longer locked to
one brand, but instead traverses a free market. This method promotes healthy compe((on in the environment
through game theory, as guests will naturally follow beger deals. STAY provides a free market for hotels to win
business instead of paying overpriced rates to have it supplied by gargantuan booking sites. With STAY, guests
have the freedom to stay at a variety of hotel brands without worrying about not earning and redeeming reward
points. This also allows guests more freedom to shop rates and not be restricted to a speciﬁc chain that might be
charging a higher rate for a certain travel des(na(on.
Hotels can earn STAY through direct app purchases at the property, or oﬀer direct discounts upon booking.
Guests are awarded STAY for booking, so hotels can simply discount the room in return for receiving an amount
of STAY. An addi(onal beneﬁt of the interface will be the ease of conversions to a known currency. Travelers
purchasing a sandwich priced in a foreign currency have to do complex math to determine the rela(ve price in
their known currency. AIRSTAYZ™ will allow guests to purchase with STAY, showing a simple conversion to their
preferred currency for each item. STAY grows with the user base and is not ﬁxed to any currency, however it is
important to know a rela(ve currency price to understand the cost of each item. By conver(ng every item to STAY
and showing the dollar amount, guests always know what they are paying and do not have to worry about
conver(ng, or againing local currency. This capability allows STAY to become a simple global travel currency
solu(on.
3.5 Exchanges
STAY will be listed on exchanges aaer the ICO concludes. The amount of STAY available in the market is limited
and divisible. There will never be more STAY available than the original allotment of tokens. As the network
grows, the plaRorm demand for each STAY rises. Because STAY is launched by an exis(ng plaRorm, hotels have a
reason to use STAY. AIRSTAYZ™ is a proven product that is opera(onal in hotels in mul(ple countries. STAY will
have the unique ability to redeem at hotels globally and the network of hotels is con(nually growing.
Investors will not have to wait for a product that is s(ll in its infancy for the technology to be introduced to the
real world. Product development can be slow when a plaRorm has not been implemented as a real solu(on.
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The supply of STAY on exchanges will be important for both investors and hotels. PlaRorm proper(es that
need more STAY than they have currently collected will require STAY from other sources to cover the
diﬀerence for marke(ng packages. STAY will of course be won by hotels. If some don’t hit their goal, they are
mo(vated not to fall short on marke(ng to avoid the risk of losing guests. These hotels can purchase STAY on
exchanges.
The complete independence of STAY from ﬁat currencies allows growth from the size of the guest and hotel
pool directly. The math func(on behind STAY causes the guest-issued STAY to reduce as the user pool grows,
similar to mining diﬃculty. The STAY needed by hotels, for marke(ng, decreases in propor(on on the other
side of the market.

The level of service for marke(ng packages remains the same. As a result, the actual u(lity per STAY increases
over (me propor(onately with the growing amount of bookings. The cost of marke(ng decreases in terms of
STAY needed as the STAY issued increases due to the reduced mul(plier.
The mathema(cs behind STAY are complex, but not compared to the complicated algorithms that run current
cryptocurrencies. STAY has implemented these same concepts, but bases them on the variables against realworld market condi(ons. This allows for growth of the plaRorm against a ﬁxed token supply. STAY will be
automa(cally calculated for hotels and guests. The converted value, in a preferred ﬁat currency, can be
displayed next to the STAY total for ease of spending. AIRSTAYZ™ will integrate a simple API that will pull the
exchange price average to display a ﬁat total. The value, or u(lity of STAY is not aﬀected by ﬁat factors, but this
display promotes ease of use.
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3.6 ICO
AIRSTAYZ™ is launching STAY as an Ini(al Coin Oﬀering (ICO) in Mid-2018. This will serve as the next round
of funding for the company to expand more quickly and accomplish a more complete solu(on. The ICO will
be open to interna(onal contributors, and will be limited to accredited investors in the U.S. for compliance
reasons. Each purchaser will have to pass an AML and KYC check before inves(ng in STAY. STAY will also
feature a “whale cap” preven(ng individual par(es from possessing too much of the STAY in the market.
STAY will feature a private sale, pre-sale, and one or more phases of public sale. The bonuses are as follows
and depend on the point of the ICO in which STAY is purchased.

AIRSTAYZ™ has budgeted the op(mal amount of funding to grow the plaRorm and STAY most eﬀec(vely,
reaching a conclusion of a $24 million hard cap. The disbursement of STAY will be 60% to the public
(including bonuses), 20% in the company reserve, and 20% for the founders and advisors with a 1-year
lockup period. AIRSTAYZ™ will reach out to exchanges for lis(ng immediately aaer the ﬁnal sales phase has
concluded. AIRSTAYZ™ already exists and will be launching STAY. A soa-cap is designed for pre-funding
companies that cannot reach their launch goal and AIRSTAYZ™ has already built the plaRorm. The ICO has
no need for a soa-cap as the funding is designed to grow the plaRorm more quickly. The launch of STAY is
not dependent on the funding from the ICO.
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The interior ring represents the
distribu(on of STAY. No addi(onal STAY
will ever be created and each token is
technically divisible by 18 decimal places
to allow growth. The STAY on the
blockchain is on the ERC223 protocol, an
upgrade from ERC20, to allow higher gas
eﬃciency for transac(ons. As genera(on
3 blockchains, based on Proof of Stake,
b eco me ma i n st rea m a n d tested
AIRSTAYZ™ is open to upgrading the STAY
via a smart-contract to a newer ledger
technology.
60%- Public Sale including Bonuses.
20%- Company Reserve.
20%- Founder Pool.

The exterior ring represents the
disbursement of funding from the ICO
raise in percentages. The leadership of
AIRSTAYZ™ has determined these
percentages to be ideal for the growth
of the STAY ecosystem based on the
current budget spending that has
grown the plaRorm thus far.
50%- Product and technology development.
25%- Marke(ng and strategic partner acquisi(on.
20%- Ongoing opera(ons spending and reserve.
5%- Legal budget and reserve for expansion.
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INDUSTRY FRICTION POINT: Travel Points are not understood, or useful.
Reward programs for hotels, especially large corporate chains, have long been a major cog in trying to create
a culture of customer sa(sfac(on. In an agempt to capture and retain customers, hoteliers aggressively
market these reward programs. Earning points is the easy part. Most na(onal brands oﬀer between 5 and 10
points per every $1 spent. They also oﬀer bonus programs, especially if you u(lize their company aﬃliated
credit cards. Reward programs appear largely validated and earning points is very eﬀortless. How valuable
are these points when it comes (me to cash them in? One major chain requires at least 30,000 points to earn
a free night, but the higher-end proper(es for that same company can run as high as 80,000 points. Earning
80,000 points would literally mean a customer would have to spend $8,000 to earn a free stay in a 10 to $1
scenario. When deﬁned in those terms, it doesn’t seem worth it to a person earning the points.
A hotel that charges $200 per night would not exactly equate to a great beneﬁt. The customer would literally
have to purchase 40 nights to get one free night. Even frequent travelers would take a considerable amount
of (me to accumulate that amount of points. Customers also must take into considera(on that they have to
con(nue to stay at the same hotel chain. Some major chains do have considerable voids in their footprint in
certain areas where there might not be availability. Hotels and online booking sites have con(nuously tried
to agract and keep customers through loyalty reward programs. They have made it very appealing with the
ability to easily earn a lot of points.
SOLUTION
The AIRSTAYZ™ loyalty program focuses on the redeemable beneﬁts, and not the fact that guests are earning
an endless amount of points that have no signiﬁcant value. Guests genuinely want to see a realized beneﬁt
during their actual stay, not a free room aaer they have already paid for forty nights over the course of
several months. Any posi(ve experience during a guest’s stay can help overcome a nega(ve one that may
occur. Guests will be rewarded with STAY for a
number of reasons. This includes being a
frequent customer, providing feedback about
EXAMPLES:
their experience, and invi(ng friends to the
1. Guests can receive more STAY for par(cipa(ng in skip the
plaRorm. These rewards can go a long way
desk™ entry, or other experience-posi(ve choices.
toward guaranteeing guest sa(sfac(on. Guest
2. Hotels can receive more STAY from the plaRorm for
enjoyment results in posi(ve reviews and the
againing posi(ve reviews and guests receive STAY for pos(ng
strong likelihood of a repeat visit to the hotel.
reviews.
If that occurs, then the ul(mate goal of the
3. Hotels can incen(vize repeat brand business by oﬀering
hotelier has been agained. The hotels are also
more STAY to guests that con(nue to choose their chain.
rewarded due to posi(ve reviews from guests
4. Hotels use STAY to oﬀer promo(ons on the AIRSTAYZ™
who used the AIRSTAYZ™ plaRorm.
plaRorm, meaning they actually need your STAY tokens.
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INDUSTRY FRICTION POINT: Interac(ng with the front desk.
All travelers have taken advantage of a late check-out for a mul(tude of reasons. Hotels are typically very
accommoda(ng with this request. The frustra(on with hotel stays oaen originates during the actual check-in
process. Hoteliers can only es(mate when people are going to check-in in order to provide staﬃng based on
the number of reserva(ons for that day. Working on (ght margins oaen limits the amount of hotel staﬀ on
duty. A large hotel can typically have several guests trying to check in at the same (me. If they are not
properly staﬀed when that rush hits, they will have frustrated customers. A weary traveler may have been
driving for several hours, or has been awake since dawn to catch an early ﬂight. Either way, they want to be
in their room in a (mely fashion and don’t want to wait in line to conﬁrm all their informa(on and receive
their keys. Travelers also get frustrated with the availability to check into their rooms. Standard check-in
(mes in the industry are not earlier than 3:00. Check-in (meliness typically ranks high with cleanliness and
food quality among the most common guest complaints. Another common complaint is rudeness from the
staﬀ. Unless there is a door man, the ﬁrst encounter is at the front desk during check-in. Most hotels invest a
lot in training to make sure their guests are treated well, but there will always be a human factor they have
minimal control over. The treatment of guests is very hard to monitor, especially for large chains with
thousands of employees. Ul(mately, with one bad experience, a valued customer could be lost forever.
There are numerous choices when it comes to hotel stays and hoteliers are aware of the compe((ve nature
of their industry.
SOLUTION
Taking the front desk and human interac(on factor out of the checkin process is the key for AIRSTAYZ™ customers. The app gives guests
access to 24-hour check-in. Whether the guest arrives during peak
check-in (mes, or late-night hours, the AIRSTAYZ™ app eliminates
delays that typically occur. Guests only need to download the app to
check-in, and gain quick and easy access to their room and hotel
facili(es. Guests can go straight to their room and tap their phone on
the door lock to enter with state-of-the-art OpenKey technology.
This gives guests more (me to enjoy their room and hotel ameni(es
aaer a long trip without wai(ng at the front desk. This also
eliminates the possibility of interac(on with a rude hotel employee.
Hoteliers won’t have to worry about their guests having a bad
experience at the front desk, and can be assured that their guests
gain immediate access to their room to begin an enjoyable stay.
Without having to use dated card-key technology, guests don’t have
to worry about losing their keys, or leaving them in their room. Their
phone gives them unlimited access during their stay.
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INDUSTRY FRICTION POINT: Costs of booking services drive prices upward.
Online travel agencies (OTAs) have become the norm when booking hotel accommoda(ons. Expedia, Priceline
and others have made it convenient for travelers to book rooms at a substan(ally reduced rate. Es(mates
suggest that OTA bookings made up a substan(al amount of the total transac(ons last year. As u(liza(on of
this technology con(nues to increase, these OTAs are leveraging their posi(on against hoteliers. Ini(ally, when
these OTAs began opera(ng they charged a 4% commission to the hotelier for securing the reserva(on. That
seemed like an appropriate compensa(on for the service they were providing. The honeymoon didn’t last
very long, however. Fast forward to 2018, where hoteliers ﬁnd themselves paying an average of 15% with
rates climbing as high as 30%. OTAs have also come up with loyalty programs which are a direct play to
capture clients that book directly with hotels. OTAs have also tried to dictate rates by their insistence on bestprice guarantees and rate parity. The OTA factor is not going away any(me soon. Phocuswright says the OTA
U.S. travel market share will reach 41% by 2020. Travel experts predict that global online travel sales will grow
to over 750 billion U.S. dollars in 2019. The proﬁtability impact based on these es(mates can be immense.
Imagine hoteliers having to pay over $112 billion in booking commissions in a single year. Hotels oaen fall into
the trap of releasing a lot of their rooms to OTAs, thinking large payments from these sources are jus(fying
the ac(on. The key stat for hotels when factoring proﬁtability is
Revenue Per Available Room (RevPAR). The numbers can get
misconstrued because some sites use a net merchant model
while others factor it with a gross model. Net is factored with the
OTA commission included and gross has the hotelier pay the fee
separately. Taking on a 15%-30% expense against the booking
revenue generated undoubtedly creates a ﬁnancial burden in an
industry with tradi(onally (ght margins. Another ﬁnancial hit
hotels are taking is with high cancella(on rates from OTA
reserva(ons. The OTA culture encourages users to make mul(ple
bookings by allowing free cancella(ons. Cancella(on rates can
range from 20% to as high as 40% on some sites. This makes
revenue management decisions very diﬃcult for hotels that rely
heavily on booking sites.
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SOLUTION
Online Travel Agencies (OTAs) were a great solu(on for an industry-wide problem of hotels not being
able to ﬁll a substan(al amount of their rooms. When they ﬁrst started, the booking sites only charged
4% for their service. That amount has ballooned to as high as 25-30% with some companies. AIRSTAYZ™
only charges hoteliers between 8-10%. A reduc(on in cost of 33% or more will be a windfall to hoteliers
working in a very compe((ve industry. This percentage in cost reduc(on will allow hoteliers the
ﬂexibility to be crea(ve with their rates to help them gain more market share. This will create a direct
cost savings for the hotel guests. A 10% reduc(on in rates on a room can easily be the diﬀerence a
traveler may need to be swayed to one hotel over the other. A 20% reduc(on can make a more
substan(al impact on the bogom line toward their RevPAR (Revenue Per Available Room). Giving
hoteliers more ﬂexibility to set their room rates can certainly increase their RevPAR while gaining loyal
customers. Hotel customers are very savvy, so they will realize the opportunity to save addi(onally on
room rates through hotels represen(ng AIRSTAYZ™. By giving rewards that actually have value to
travelers, the customer acquisi(on cost
decreases signiﬁcantly. The STAY token is used
by customers and suppliers, so they can
beneﬁt by working together. People no longer
have to look for the best deal when a single
plaRorm clearly provides the most beneﬁt.
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INDUSTRY FRICTION POINT: Guests have limited access to concierge touch-points.
The hotel room accounts for a small frac(on of the overall travel experience. Travelers have several
ques(ons and need advice about everything from hotel ameni(es, to local restaurants and
agrac(ons. There needs to be a more streamlined method rather than just calling the front desk
every (me a ques(on arises. These phone calls put a tremendous burden on the hotel staﬀ. Fielding
these phone calls can take (me away from other services provided to guests. Guests may need
assistance within the hotel including recep(on, housekeeping, room service and maintenance.
Travelers are always looking for dining and nightlife advice. They rou(nely have ques(ons about
transporta(on, tourist loca(ons, and even local shopping. If they are even available, most tradi(onal
concierges have turned into people simply trying to sell (ckets to agrac(ons and providing
informa(on about touristy restaurants.
Savvy tourists want to eat and play where the locals go knowing those will be the best choices.
Technology has become the best friend of the consumer. Travelers want solu(ons at their ﬁnger(ps
with the use of their phones, and anything less will cause frustra(on. The quality of experience
during the traveler’s visit is a direct reﬂec(on of the hotel they are staying at. Travelers could be
completely sa(sﬁed with their hotel room, but frustra(on with other experiences during their stay
may hinder the hotel’s ability to secure a repeat reserva(on with that guest. Building customer
loyalty is the key to hotel chains becoming successful and sustaining that success. A lack of concierge
solu(ons can have a nega(ve impact on earning that loyalty.
SOLUTION
As more hotels eliminate the tradi(onal concierge that travelers have grown accustomed to,
providing that service falls on the front desk. The staﬀ at a large hotel can ﬁeld hundreds of phone
calls and ques(ons from guests inquiring about everything from food to featured agrac(ons. The
AIRSTAYZ™ Concierge app provides technology to have answers to ques(ons at the guest’s
ﬁnger(ps. Our society has become accustomed to instant answers. Having to make a phone call, or
wai(ng for a staﬀ member to become available at the front desk can cause frustra(on. The hotel’s
goal is for the guest to have an enjoyable stay in order to earn a return visit from the customer. This
technology also allows hotel staﬀ to focus on more pressing service issues that take priority to
ensure a quality stay for other guests. Less ques(ons for the staﬀ can ul(mately result in reduced
labor demands for the hotel and addi(onal proﬁt to the bogom line.
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INDUSTRY FRICTION POINT: Security of sensi(ve informa(on.
Security breaches with credit card informa(on have unfortunately become the norm. Home Depot and
Target were both hit with major breaches in recent years. The hotel industry has not been excluded from
these unfortunate occurrences. Some of the biggest names in hospitality have suﬀered data breaches. Hyag
Hotels suﬀered a breach of its payment systems in 2016, that aﬀected 250 hotels in approximately 50
countries, and another breach just a year later that exposed customer credit card data from 41 hotels
covering 11 countries. InterCon(nental Hotels, which includes the Holiday Inn and Crowne Plaza brands,
were also infected with malware that stole customer credit card data in late 2016. This breach aﬀected over
1000 proper(es. Hotels are very vulnerable to breaches because of their POS cash register systems. This data
is used with mul(ple terminals sharing credit card informa(on throughout the hotel. The vulnerability of a
traveler’s credit card informa(on typically starts when they make the actual reserva(on. The problem is
ge{ng progressively worse. According to the Iden(ty Thea Resource Center there were 781 data breaches in
2015. That number increased by 40% to 1,093 in 2016. According to Ponemon’s 2016 Cost of Data Breach
Study, the average cost of a data breach in the U.S. was over $7 million. The cost of future business lost due
to a lack of trust from hotel guests isn’t as easy to calculate, but it could be much higher than the direct cost
aﬃliated with the breach. The hotel may also face large ﬁnes depending on the nature of the breach, along
with the (meliness and accuracy of how it was reported to the public. If consumers had their choice, they
would most certainly select an alterna(ve to having their credit card and personal data at risk every (me
they travel and stay in a hotel.
SOLUTION
AIRSTAYZ™ realizes the threat against data is real and will con(nually need to be addressed. One solu(on
against credit card data thea is oﬀering guests alterna(ve payment op(ons. AIRSTAYZ™ is widening the
accepted payment methods to include PayPal, TenCents, Alibaba and ApplePay. These solu(ons eliminate
the guest’s credit card informa(on ﬂoa(ng around among POS systems throughout loca(ons in the hotel.
PayPal uses encryp(on to protect data and is trusted by more than 150 million people. The client data is
stored on internal servers protected by ﬁrewalls that are not directly connected to the internet. Every
transac(on using STAY is a one-(me occurrence, meaning the power is with the guest. Payment occurs when
the guest authorizes it and no credit card is necessary because the transac(on takes place with STAY
agached to an AIRSTAYZ™ account. The OpenKey technology that allows for keyless entry also eliminates a
major threat to the guest’s credit card safety. The guest no longer has to turn over their credit card at the
front desk for incidentals. This always poses a signiﬁcant risk with a staﬀ member handling their credit card
and it being entered into the hotel’s POS system. Hotels have always been a target of credit card thea,
typically ranking high compared to other industries. Hotels are frequent vic(ms because they hold credit
card data for a long (me and their guests create a lot of transac(ons. AIRSTAYZ™ eliminates that risk.
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AIRSTAYZ™and the STAY currency provide enormous beneﬁts to the world of business travel, both large and
small. The ability to transform a line item into cost reduc(on improves the bogom line of businesses across
the globe.
SMALL BUSINESS APPEAL
Small businesses rely on client contact to build loyal rela(onships. In order to get in front of those clients
they need to be savvy about maximizing their travel budget. STAY directly beneﬁts these travelers on
mul(ple levels.

- AIRSTAYZ™ helps small business travelers earn STAY for every booking to directly cut costs on their trips.
-

-

The STAY provides true beneﬁts instead of outdated rewards programs that don’t have a lot of
redeemable value.
The AIRSTAYZ™ plaRorm is designed to allow hotels to charge lower rates because their guest acquisi(on
cost is reduced by paying lower commissions for bookings.
Small business travelers are oaen forced to book cheaper ﬂights at odd departure (mes. As a result, they
are exhausted when arriving at their hotel. The last thing they want to do is deal with a lengthy check-in
and a poten(ally rude hotel employee working late at night. The AIRSTAYZ™ app allows them to skip the
desk™ through the use of Openkey technology.
They take several trips every year, so it allows them to accumulate a signiﬁcant amount of STAY. This STAY
can be u(lized for discounts on transporta(on, food, and other necessi(es to help extend their travel
budget even further. They can now see clients more oaen, or spend extra trips acquiring new clients with
more budget to work with.

CORPORATE APPEAL
Corpora(ons may have much larger budgets than small businesses, but they s(ll need to control their costs.
With more clients to see, they have signiﬁcantly more employees traveling.

- AIRSTAYZ™ helps corporate travelers earn STAY for every booking which allows for a large accumula(on
-

based on the tremendous volume of travel. The STAY provides true beneﬁts instead of outdated rewards
programs that don’t have a lot of redeemable value.
Using STAY to purchase transporta(on, dining, and other ameni(es can allow Corpora(ons to reduce the
daily per diem needed by their employees.
Saving tremendous costs on company-wide travel allows Corpora(ons the ability to allocate more trips to
seek out new business and con(nue to grow.
Corpora(ons have a lot of overhead expenditures that they have minimal control over. AIRSTAYZ™ gives
them the opportunity to add proﬁt to their bogom line by reducing their travel budget.
STAY literally converts business travel spending, a massive line item, into a passive investment into the
growth of the plaRorm by retaining a por(on of the earned STAY.
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6.1 Revenue Models
AIRSTAYZ™ is post-funding at the point of the launch of STAY. The business model is groundbreaking with the
introduc(on of STAY, however the plaRorm already oﬀers revolu(onary capabili(es to the travel sector. The
opera(onal revenue AIRSTAYZ™ func(ons on is sourced en(rely outside the token sale, bringing stability to STAY
from a business standpoint. Companies cannot sustain indeﬁnitely from the funds derived from a token sale and
business management is key. The AIRSTAYZ™ plaRorm releasing the STAY token was created by seasoned
execu(ves and has an established revenue model.
REVENUE STREAM: Hotel Bookings
Online Travel Agencies (OTAs) are currently charging excessive commissions to hotels for using their programs.
They are charging as high as 25-30% to hoteliers that feel the need to use their service to try and increase
occupancy rates. AIRSTAYZ™ only charges hoteliers 8-10%. This is a rate that any hotel would be very content
paying for to receive upwards of a 33% savings. This cost reduc(on will allow hoteliers ﬂexibility to be crea(ve
with their rates to help gain more marketshare.
REVENUE STREAM: PlaRorm Partners
AIRSTAYZ™ has implemented modern technology to help eliminate the tradi(onal concierge service. Guests need
to be connected to all types of travel services including food, shopping and agrac(ons. These businesses are
highly mo(vated to get their name in front of travelers and will pay to adver(se through the Concierge app. This
adver(sing creates an addi(onal revenue source for AIRSTAYZ™.
REVENUE STREAM: Soaware as a Service
AIRSTAYZ™ generates revenue through the agreement with the hotel. A (ered pricing fee between $0.50 to
$2.50 based on the number of rooms is paid by the hotelier when guests book a Digital Key room, or are up-sold
during check-in. The SaaS is based on cost recovery for the Technical Support of the Digital Key and the fee is
based on the number of rooms and locks a hotel provides.
REVENUE STREAM: Hotel Moderniza(on Sales
AIRSTAYZ™ assists par(cipa(ng hotels in upda(ng the keyless technology for each room. The OpenKey
technology implementa(on is a revenue generator for AIRSTAYZ™. The hotel’s entry access for each room needs
to adapt to the OpenKey technology to be able to accept AIRSTAYZ™ guests.
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6.2 Technology
AIRSTAYZ™ already brings technology to the hotel sector in both soaware and hardware prior to STAY. The
plaRorm streamlines booking and keyless entry with skip the desk™, as well as solving issues for the industry
through various fric(on points. The ability to on-board hotels with the technology suite increases the
environment for growth and u(lity of STAY.
TARGETED MARKETING
The AIRSTAYZ™ booking plaRorm has expanded the capability of hotels to reach a broader audience. Through
incorpora(ng analy(cs and target marke(ng, the plaRorm allows hoteliers to reach their customers. This
technology allows hoteliers to work more eﬃciently on smaller budgets to again the same goals. AIRSTAYZ™
oﬀers hotels complete marke(ng packages through advanced technology integra(on on social media plaRorms
and SEO targeted analy(cs. AIRSTAYZ™ guests have an increased likelihood of a gra(fying stay, which leads to
increased bookings for the hotel through repeat customers and referrals.
CUSTOMER CONVENIENCE
The AIRSTAYZ™ strategy focuses on implemen(ng speciﬁc solu(ons including OpenKey technology that allows
guests instant access to their rooms. Guests rarely look forward to the check-in process at the hotel. AIRSTAYZ™
u(lizes OpenKey technology to eliminate the stress and inconvenience of interac(ng with the front desk. Guests
simply access their room with the tap of their phone to immediately start enjoying their stay. AIRSTAYZ™ has
strategic alliances with companies in the market-driven hospitality arena. This allows them to focus on SEO
analy(cs to connect hotels to new customers looking to book reserva(ons. They have streamlined the booking
process for guests with the addi(on of extensive payment methods including PayPal and ApplePay.
AIRSTAYZ™ provides a more secure authoriza(on process to eliminate the opportunity for fraud.
CONCIERGE SOLUTION
Today’s consumers rely on automa(on with mobile devices that allow them access to virtually anything. The
AIRSTAYZ™ Concierge app gives guests instant answers to their ques(ons at their ﬁnger(ps while elimina(ng
endless phone calls to the hotel staﬀ. AIRSTAYZ™ oﬀers independent hotels the opportunity to become part of a
mobile-booking brand to compete with corporate brands. The mul(tude of services and growth strategies given
to hotels by AIRSTAYZ™ creates a strong rela(onship that can’t be threatened by compe((on. AIRSTAYZ™ has
facilitated addi(onal rela(onships with tech providers like BellHop and Alice, that assist patrons with
transporta(on and dining reserva(ons. Hotels can increase the capability to build customer loyalty when they
provide more beneﬁts than their compe(tors.
ONGOING DEVELOPMENT
AIRSTAYZ™ has compiled an expert team with a documented track record of experience and success. Their
knowledge includes SEO and app development, in addi(on to building teams that have produced unprecedented
sales growth by incorpora(ng extensive industry knowledge. The AIRSTAYZ™ team has industry rela(onships that
extend throughout the globe.
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Section 6
Current
Platform

GUEST SERVICES
Society has grown accustomed to instant results due to the advancement of technology. Hotel guests are
always looking for advice about dining, entertainment and transporta(on. The tradi(onal concierge
provided by hotels for years has oaen been reduced to a part-(me person trying to sell agrac(on (ckets.
The AIRSTAYZ™ Concierge app gives guests instant access to any solu(on they are looking for. AIRSTAYZ™
has partnered with tech solu(on providers like Bellhop, OpenTable, Alluxe and Alice to give guests access to
dining and transporta(on conveniences.
COST REDUCTION
Hotels are con(nually focusing on maximizing room occupancy with an end goal of higher proﬁtability.
AIRSTAYZ™ allows hotels to break away from the dark shadow cast over them by booking sites charging 25
to 30% commissions. AIRSTAYZ™ provides the same service at a frac(on of the cost. The AIRSTAYZ™ fee
ranges from 8 to 10% and gives hotels budget ﬂexibility to oﬀer more compe((ve rates.
LABOR SAVINGS
The OpenKey technology provided by AIRSTAYZ™ reduces the amount of staﬃng required for hotels when
the guests skip the desk™ at check-in. Tradi(onal check-ins can be very demanding and stressful for the staﬀ
while taking away from other cri(cal services they provide to guests. The AIRSTAYZ™ plaRorm allows for
aaer-hours service and increased security that improves the likelihood of a more enjoyable stay. The
elimina(on of plas(c keys is another cost-saving measure for hotels and appeals to eco-friendly guests.
Small and independent hoteliers have equal access to the AIRSTAYZ™ technology without the large
expenditure of doing it on their own.
GPS Rez™
Service businesses can now leverage
GPS, WIFI, and BLE beacons to
accurately locate and deliver orders to
customer at a table inside a
restaurant, around the pool, or an
arena or casino seat. The orders can
be routed to a tablet or wearable
device so the wait staﬀ can deliver
the order to the real-(me loca(on of
the customer. The func(onality of the
plaRorm also brings last minute
loca(on-based searching and booking
to the op(ons list for guests.
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Section 7
Roadmap
The development and implementa(on of AIRSTAYZ™ into a real-world solu(on has followed a successful path. AIRSTAYZ™
has achieved several milestones prior to the launch of the STAY token. The strategic plan moving forward is in place with
the integra(on of con(nued innova(on. Con(nued growth will allow the plaRorm to ﬂourish and remain strong.
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CONTACT

For further informa(on:

Marc Italia
marc@airstayz.co
Marco Soriano
marco.soriano@airstayz.co
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